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developing pre-writing
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wellbeing for all
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Success with sensory
supports and strategies
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Dyslexia and me –
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Karen Ferguson
 

People Matter
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Wellbeing
Joy Dando
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Hywel Roberts
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Will Ord

What meeting many
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Sonia Gill

How can we encourage
children to speak and

practice using language
in a way that builds self-

esteem?
Julia Clouter

“We have two ears
and one mouth”:
Listening to Pupil

Voice
Mike Mainwaring

Is lesson study worth
the effort?
Hazel Jane

Wordsworth

The price of pupil poverty:
narrowing the

disadvantage gap
Kate Thomas 
& Gill German

Flexible learning solutions
– maintaining the

continuity of learning 
Andrew Tidswell
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Awen Ashworth
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